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ABSTRACT: We present an approach to reduce the
computational complexity and storage pertaining to quantum
nuclear wave functions and potential energy surfaces. The
method utilizes tensor networks implemented through
sequential singular value decompositions. Two specific forms
of tensor networks are considered to adaptively compress the
data in multidimensional quantum nuclear wave functions and
potential energy surfaces. In one case the well-known matrix
product state approximation is used whereas in another case
the wave function and potential energy surface space is
initially partitioned into “system” and “bath” degrees of
freedom through singular value decomposition, following
which the individual system and bath tensors (wave functions
and potentials) are in turn decomposed as matrix product states. We postulate that this leads to a mean-field version of the well-
known projectionally entangled pair state known in the tensor networks community. Both formulations appear as special cases
of more general higher order singular value decompositions known in the mathematics literature as Tucker decomposition. The
networks are then used to study the hydrogen transfer step in the oxidation of isoprene by peroxy and hydroxy radicals. We find
that both networks are extremely efficient in accurately representing quantum nuclear eigenstates and potential energy surfaces
and in computing inner products between quantum nuclear eigenstates and a final-state basis to yield product side probabilities.
We also present formal protocols that will be useful to perform explicit quantum nuclear dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum mechanical dynamics is an exponential scaling
computational problem.1−4 This curse of dimensionality is
illustrated in Figure 1 through two coupled degrees of freedom
represented using the red and teal colors. The classical problem
(Figure 1a) requires the computation of exactly one force at each
instant in time. The quantum mechanical problem (Figure 1b),
on the other hand, requires a total of N2 forces assuming N
discretizations along each axis. This is due to the probabilistic
distribution of the quantum mechanical degrees of freedom. In
other words at every instant in time all of the possible
configurational samples along each dimension exert a potential
toward every possible realization along the other dimension,
thus resulting in a maximum of N2 computations. In higher
dimensions, the classical problem is chaotic5 and the complexity
of the quantum problem grows exponentially with dimension-
ality of the problem.1,2

Despite the implications of the previous paragraph, quantum
chemistry and condensed matter physics have flourished due to
the adaptive tailoring of correlation and complexity in practical
systems as available from (a) atom-centered or plane-wave basis
representations for electronic structure and (b) perturbative
approximations to correlation. Indeed the discussion on
complexity above may be recast in the language of correlation,

where it may be stated that, whenever the degrees of freedom
represented by the vertical axis in Figure 1 behave differently
depending on the location along the horizontal axis, the two
dimensions are correlated to at least some extent, and it is this
aspect that defines complexity. By extension, when the two
degrees of freedom are uncorrelated, the probability (and the
wave function) is a product approximation, and the computa-
tional complexity reduces drastically. Indeed the success of
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)6−13 and tensor
networks14,15 in condensed matter physics16,17 and more
recently in quantum chemistry13,18 arises from the so-called
“area-law”14,19,20 where it is noted that most practical systems
only occupy a small portion of the exponentially scaling direct-
product space that is available to the fully correlated system.
In this publication we employ tensor-networks to

(a) gauge the degree of compression of correlation or
entanglement21−25 in the quantum mechanical wave
function describing reduced-dimensional nuclear degrees
of freedom

(b) gauge the associated degree of compression of correlation
or entanglement in the Hamiltonian, and specifically the
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potential energy surface that plays a critical role in
quantum nuclear propagation and eigenstate evaluation

(c) use a and b to provide rationales for the associated degree
of compression involved in the action (propagation and
diagonalization) of operators on the wave function as a
step toward the reduction in scaling of quantum
dynamical problems for nuclear degrees of freedom.

We introduce a robust computational scheme to reduce the
complexity involved in storage, propagation, and diagonalization
of general multiconfigurational wave functions. The method
uses sequential singular value decompositions23,26−31 to
compress multidimensional, multiconfigurational states. We
draw parallels to digital signal processing where time-series of
images are compressed using similar numerical schemes and in
that case utilized to analyze complex time evolving digital data.
We do the same here by probing complex hydrogen transfer
reactions that involve critical quantum nuclear effects by using
tensor networks to represent the quantum nuclear wave function
and potential surface.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we introduce

two different kinds of tensor networks that we utilize to reduce
the complexity of multiconfigurational nuclear wave functions.
The specific problem we study using these ideas is the Leuven
isoprene mechanism,32−40 introduced in section III. This
mechanism provides an explanation for the higher than expected
HO• radical concentrations observed32−40 in rainforest regions.

Here isoprene (a volatile organic compound32,38−41) reacts with
O2 andHO

• radical leading to the formation of RO2 radicals that
are then proposed33−35 to rearrange through an internal
hydrogen transfer to allow the recreation of the HO• radical
without consumption of NOX. In ref 42 we showed that this
hydrogen transfer process may have significant quantum nuclear
effects including tunneling, and in this publication, we make use
of the proposed tensor networks to reduce the computational
complexity in such problems. Critical features from ref 42, as
relevant to the current publication, are described in Appendix A.
In section IV we conduct a detailed error analysis and gauge the
extent of data compression of the nuclear wavepackets achieved
through use of tensor networks. We note that less than 1% of
wavepacket data is necessary when adaptive tensor networks are
chosen. In section V the tensor network form of the nuclear wave
function is used to compute hydrogen-transfer product side
probability at much reduced computational cost. It must
however be noted that the product side probabilities computed
here use the adiabatic approximation, that is the nuclear
eigenstates are used to compute the transition probabilities. This
is clearly not sufficient to describe the hydrogen transfer
reactions, as noted in ref 43, where nonadiabatic effects were
included through explicit wavepacket propagation. To achieve
this, it is critical to also consider tensor network forms of the
Hamiltonian and time-evolution operators to construct explicit
propagation. Hence in section V.B, representing the Hamil-
tonian and the time evolution operator as tensor networks is
discussed along with results for representing the potential energy
surface in efficient tensor network form. The theoretical
rationale that allows efficient propagation and observable
calculations is presented in Appendix B. Conclusions are given
in section VI.

II. REPRESENTING MULTICONFIGURATIONAL
WAVEFUNCTIONS AND OPERATORS ACTING ON
THESE FUNCTIONS AS TENSOR NETWORKS

Consider a multiconfigurational wave function in arbitrary
dimensions:

∑ ∏

∑ ∏

ψ

ψ

Ψ ̅ =

=

··· ···
··· ···

̅
̅

x C x

C x

( ) ( )

( )

k k k k
k k k k
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k
k
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i k i
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1 2

1 2

(1)

He r e k̅ i s a v e c t o r i n d e x , w i t h c omponen t s
̅ ≡ { ··· ··· }k k k k k, , , , ,i1 2 with ki being the index to a specific
basis function along the ith dimension. It is further assumed here
that there are N basis functions available along each dimension.
Similarly, ̅ ≡ { ··· ··· }x x x x x, , , , ,i1 2 . The quantities ψ x( )i k i, i

are the kith basis function along dimension i and the sum over k̅
signifies an independent set of summations over the individual
dimensions within {ki}. The quantity Ck̅ constitutes a tensor of
rank , comprising of N elements, and we (a) adaptively
gauge the correlations captured in this tensor and present a
computational scheme that compresses the information in this
tensor while maintaining accuracy, (b) inspect the associated
correlations of the potential surface (which is also a rank
tensor as we see below) and similarly compress the potential,
and (c) develop a general adaptive scheme for the action of the
Hamiltonian (and hence by extension, the time-evolution

Figure 1. Two degrees of freedom, represented using colors red and
teal, are treated classically in part a and quantum-mechanically in part b.
In the classical regime, one force calculation is required at every instant
in time, and this is represented in part a using the black solid line joining
the red and teal circles. The quantum analogue allows both red and teal
degrees of freedom to be delocalized, which is represented as red and
teal lines in part b. This then requires that the number of potential
calculations grow quadratically and a few such interactions are shown
using solid lines in part b. When a third degree of freedom is included
the quantum mechanical picture grows with cubic complexity and, in
general, in -dimensions, as N( ), thus yielding the exponential
scaling behavior of quantum mechanical computation.
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operator) that exploits this reduction and affect the computa-
tional scaling in a favorable manner. It is important to note that
the terms inside the square brackets, [···], in eq 1, can be any
basis; for example, in ref 44 a multiwavelet basis is used to
provide a quantum mechanical description of nuclear degrees of
freedom.Modifying the basis to control the extent of correlation
captured (such as through the use of product basis45) is one way
to control the computational efficiency. If approximations to
delta functions are employed as basis functions, such as the
discrete variable representation (DVR)46,47 or distributed
approximating functionals (DAF)48−52 or other kinds of
interpolating functions44,53,54 arranged on a grid along each
dimension, then eq 1 may be written as

∑ ∏Ψ ̅ = Φ ̅ −
̅

x x x x( ) ( ) ( )
x i

i i0
0

0 (2)

where, as before, x̅0 ≡ {x1
0, x2

0, ···, xi
0, ···} and Φ(x̅0) approaches

Ψ(x̅0), when tends to a true delta function. Furthermore,
Φ(x̅0) may also be thought of as a rank- tensor, much like, Ck̅
in eq 1, since the grid space x̅0 grows exponentially with
dimensionality. It is also important to note that in both eqs 1 and
2 the complexity of storage of and operations on both Ck̅ and
Φ(x̅0) grow exponentially with dimension. In the applied
mathematics and signal processing communities,55 both, eqs 1
and 2 define the so-called Tucker form.56 (Please see eq 1 in ref
55 for a concise definition of the Tucker form. Also see the
discussion following eq 5 in ref 57.) The corresponding form for
a potential surface may be written as

∑ ∏̃ ̅ = ̅ −
̅

x x x xV V( ) ( ) ( )
x i

i i0
0

0 (3)

and here again V(x̅0) may be thought of as a rank- tensor. In
the following sections we will construct an adaptive formalism
where the coupling between dimensions, evident from the rank-

tensorial nature of V(x̅0), Ck̅, and Φ(x̅0), are gauged
automatically using the morphology of tensor networks and the
complexity of the coefficients is reduced through tensor network
decomposition. In fact, as we discuss below, the complexity of
storage for wave functions and potential surfaces and
consequently matrix vector operations scales as

[ × { × [ + − × ]}] ≡ [ × ]α α α ̅N N N N N2 ( 2)
(4)

where N is the number of grid points in each dimension
(equivalent to the number of basis functions in each dimension
in the discussion following eq 1), and Nα is an adaptive quantity
that captures the correlation between dimensions, as will be
discussed later. We find that for the range of ab initio potential
surfaces considered here Nα ≪ N and is independent of N.
F u r t h e r m o r e , t h e q u a n t i t y ,
≡ { × [ + − × ]}α α α̅N N N2 ( 2) and is potentially linearly

dependent on for the potentials and wavepackets considered
here. Our approach is based on tensor networks8,14,58,59 and
closely relates to the TT-SOFT60 and the vDMRG61 methods,
where matrix product states are used to represent the potential,
quantum nuclear wave function and the free-propagator in the
momentum representation.60 In ref 60, the potential surface
utilized is the one presented in refs 62−64, and in ref 61, the
authors employ a local fourth-order Taylor series approximation
to the potential. In this paper, we utilize ab initio grid-based
potential surfaces from ref 42 efficiently created by gauging the

local information content in potentials based on the Nyquist-
Shannon sampling theorem.65−67 We demonstrate our
implementation for a hydrogen transfer reaction of significance
in atmospheric chemistry. Problem specific details can be found
in section III and Appendix A.
It is necessary to note connections between the methods

described here and the POTFIT method57,68−71 for potential
energy surface representation that is a significant step in
improving the computational efficiency for the multilayer form
of MCTDH (ML-MCTDH).72,73 In POTFIT, the potential is
expanded as a sum of product45,57 precisely as in eq 3, with
appropriately chosen basis functions74 represented above as
{ − }x x( )i i

0 . But the associated expansion, as noted above and
elsewhere75 retains the exponential scaling complexity of the
problem, and the computational prefactor is reduced in
POTFIT by choosing the single-particle basis functions in a
careful manner;57 furthermore, reduced scaling options are also
available by carefully choosing the off-diagonal elements of Ck̅ in
eq 1 as a product of the relevant diagonal terms,45 that is
≡ Π̅C Ck i ki in ref 45. Within this context, the POTFIT approach

has been further improved through amultilayer representation75

where dimensions are coupled together in a logical fashion to
achieve a tree-like architecture that captures the “local”
correlation to reduce the complexity of storage associated with
V(x̅0) in eq 3.
Here, in addition to using matrix product states7,8,14,58,59 as

approximations to the rank- tensors, V(x̅0), Ck̅, andΦ(x̅0), we
also introduce a second system-bath partitioned tensor network,
which adaptively tailors the correlation between the system and
bath degrees of freedom involved in the hydrogen transfer
problem studied here.

II.A. Tensor Networks Obtained Using Sequential
Singular Value Decompositions Allow Tailoring of
Entanglement and Correlation to Compress Ck̅, Φ(x ̅0),
and V(x ̅0). We employ the machinery of tensor networks6−8,14

to reduce the complexity of the multiconfigurational coefficients
in eqs 1 and 2. Later we also employ these ideas to compress the
potential and to reduce the complexity involved in propagation
and diagonalization. Tensors networks allow the sequential
refinement of a higher rank tensor (such as the coefficients in eqs
1 and 2) into lower rank tensors, that are then linked through
internal degrees of freedom, that capture the entanglement or
correlation between these lower rank tensors.14,19−22,59 These
internal degrees of freedom are hidden from outside observation
or measurement. The size of the space captured within the
internal degrees of freedom clearly depicts the complexity, or
entanglement entropy,14,19,20 of a given tensor network and this
size is small for most physical systems that obey the so-called
area law of entanglement entropy.14,19,20 Tensor Networks have
been used in electronic structure and condensed matter theory
through the density matrix renormalization group methodology
(DMRG);7−13 as noted above, recently these have also been
used to construct higher order (quartic) approximations to the
nuclear vibrational problem61 and in computing quantum
nuclear dynamics trajectories.60 DMRG utilizes tensor networks
to represent properties of correlated systems;11,13 furthermore,
it has been shown that DMRG can provide good approximations
to the full CI9−11 and MCSCF76−79 wave functions at much
reduced computational effort. The form of the DMRG tensor
network is that of a matrix product state (MPS).14 In this
publication, we consider MPS but also consider a second
network topology that approximates system-bath problems such
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as those encountered in hydrogen transfer reactions described

later in this publication. These tensor networks allow the faithful

depiction of nuclear wave functions and a suitable illustration for

MPS is provided in Figure 2. The MPS state in Figure 2 may be
written as

{ }∑= ̃ × Π ̃ × ̃
α

α α α α̅ =
−

− −
C C C Ck k i k

i
k,

1
2
1

, , ,i i i1 1 1 1
(5)

where the summation vector index α̅ ≡ {α1, α2, ···, αi, ···}.
Equation 5 represents the decomposition of a rank- tensor

into a set of lower rank tensors where, for example, ̃ αCk ,
1
1 1

is a

rank-2 tensor, ̃α αC k, ,
2
1 2 2

is a rank-3 tensor, and so on. This
decomposition is pictorially represented using Figure 2. Such a
decomposition is to be carried out using a sequence of singular
value decompositions, and this aspect is also noted in Figure 3
for = 3. Alternately for the multiconfigurational expansion in
eq 2:

{ }∑ χ χ χΦ ̅ = × Π ×
α

α α α α=
−

− −
x x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i

i
i0

1
1
0

2
1

,
0 0

i i1 1 1

(6)

where χ{ }α α−
x( )i
i,
0

i i1
, χα x( )1

1
0

1
, and χα −

x( )0
1

are lower dimen-

sional (one-dimensional) functions and hence the method
discussed here provides an adaptive decomposition of multi-
dimensional data into lower dimensions. Each node in the tensor
network decomposition in Figure 2 represents a lower rank
tensor and each line represents an index from the summation
sequence α̅. For example, the left most node in Figure 2

represents ̃ αCk ,
1
1 1

(for eq 5) or χα x( )1
1
0

1
(for eq 6). Line segments

connecting any two nodes are said to “entangle” or “correlate”
the reduced dimensional tensors depicted within those nodes.
For example, the summation index α1 in eqs 5 and 6 is (a) an
internal index that does not appear on the left side of these
equations and (b) connects, correlates, or entangles tensors
̃ αCk ,
1
1 1

and ̃α αC k, ,
2
1 2 2

(in eq 5) or χα x( )1
1
0

1
and χα α x( ),

2
2
0

1 2
in eq 6.

While the left-hand sides in eqs 5 and 6 are rank- tensors as

noted previously, the “correlator-dimension”, α1, picks out
dimensions k1 and introduces rank-2 (for example C̃1 and Φ1)
and rank-3 (for example C2 and Ψ2) tensors. When potential
energy surfaces are involved, analogous forms of eq 6 may be
written as

{ }∑̅ = × Π

×

α
α α α

α

=
−

−

−

x x x

x

V( ) ( ) ( )

( )

i
i

i0
1

1
0

2
1

,
0

0

i i1 1

1
(7)

The reduction in complexity in storage of wave function as
well as propagation/diagonalization is as follows. If each
component of the α̅-index vectors only has a modest number
of values (which will be adaptively determined using sequential
singular value decomposition) the storage and complexity from
eqs 5 and 6 reduce to

× × + − × [ × ]
= × { × [ + − × ]}
≡ ×

α α

α α

α ̅

N N N N

N N N

N N

2 ( 2) ( )

2 ( 2)
1 1

2

1

1 (8)

where Nα is the number of values that the intermediate
“entanglement” variables (α1, α2, etc.) in eqs 5 and 6, can have.
For simplicity we have assumed that the number of such values is
the same, i.e. Nα, for each of these entanglement variables. In
addition, we have also introduced Nα̅ in eq 8, which is equal to
the curly bracketed term, {···}, in the central expression and may
be interpreted as the total number of entanglement or internal
degrees of freedom in all {αi}. In eq 8 we have assumed thatNα is
small as compared to N1. This is consistent with the area
law14,19,20 of entanglement entropy, which is proportional toNα̅

and is generally small for most physical problems as compared to
[ ]N1 . As a result, the complexity depicted in eq 8 scales linearly
with N1 which is the number of basis functions in each
dimension, whereas the number of elements in the rank-
tensors on the left side of eqs 5, 6, and 7 scale exponentially with
N1. The power of the computational method discussed later in
this paper, is that we have the flexibility to adaptively gauge the
entanglement entropy (through adaptive determination of Nα)
for any given situation based on system complexity.
Given that we are specifically targeting quantum nuclear

effects in hydrogen transfer reactions here, we have introduced a
second kind of tensor network that separates the hydrogen
“transfer coordinates” from “bath coordinates” as

∑= [ × ]
α

α α̅ ̅ ̅ ̅ ̅
−

− −
C C Ck k

T
k

B
, ,

T B

T T B T B B
(9)

Figure 2. Rank- tensor in eq 1 is factorized as per eq 5 which is
depicted here. Also see Figure 3

Figure 3.Matrix operations inherently present in a tensor network such as Figure 2. The lower rank tensors are obtained through a sequence of singular
value decompositions (SVD). The illustration is provided for a rank-3 tensor,Ck1,k2,k3, but works identically for rank- as noted from Figure 2 and eq 5.
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where α̅T−B are a set of transfer coordinate−bath coordinate
correlators, or system-bath entanglement degrees of freedom,
that connect the transfer coordinate tensor network, α̅ ̅ −Ck

T
,T T B

with bath tensor network, α ̅ ̅−
C k

B
,T B B
. An illustration of eq 9 is

provided in Figure 4. The individual system and bath tensor

networks can then in turn be written as matrix product states
that are now indexed by the correlators, α̅T−B, for example

{ }∑= ̃ × Π ̃

× ̃

α
α

α
α

α α
α

α
α

̅ ̅
̅

=
− ̅

̅

−
−

−
−

−

−

C C C

C

k
T

k
T

i k
i T

k

T

, ,
1, ,

2
1

, ,
, ,

,

, ,

T T B T

T B
T

i T
i

i

T B

T
T

T
T B

1
1 1

1 (10)

and similarly for α̅ ̅ −Ck
B
,B T B

. This can be thought of as a “mean-
field” version of projected entangled pair state (PEPS).14,59,80 A
PEPS system is a higher dimensional lattice structure of an
MPS.14,59,80 For the system-bath tensor network in Figure 4, one
may envision two different matrix product states, namely, the
system and the bath states, that are entangled in a “mean-field”

fashion as depicted by the white circle in Figure 4. But, the
system-bath network also allows the number of degrees of
freedom entangled in the system and bath configurations to be
different. For the numerical treatment in this paper, the
hydrogen transfer dimension is treated as the “transfer
coordinate” whereas the orthogonal degrees of freedom are
treated as bath and the α̅T−B correlators are determined by
Schmidt decomposition.21,23

In this paper, all rank reductions constructed for eqs 1, 2, and
3 using the tensor networks, eqs 5, 6, 7, and 9, are performed
using singular value decomposition (SVD) or Schmidt
decomposition,21,23 where, for example, in the first step:

∑

∑

σ= × ×

≡ ̃ × ̃
α

α α α

α
α α

̅ ···

···

C C

C

k k k k k

k k k k

,
1 1

, , , ,

,
1

, , , ,

1

1 1 1 1 2 3

1

1 1 1 2 3
(11)

where σ{ }α11 are the singular values and αCk ,
1
1 1

and α ···k k k, ,, , ,1 2 3
are

the left and right singular vectors when the tensor Ck̅ has been
folded in to a matrix with dimensions, [ × ×···]Ck k k,1 2 3

. Further
details regarding the algorithms used here may be found in ref 8.
In the second part of the equation above, the square roots of the
(positive definite) singular values are absorbed into the
definition of the vectors and this is also similarly done in eqs 5
and 6. Using this general methodology, extended to higher
order,8,14,81 we are able to derive a general and adaptive scheme
that reduces the complexity involved in storage of quantum
mechanical data (wave functions and potential). Furthermore,
the set of singular values σαi i probes the entanglement between
the separated dimensions. This probe is directly reflected in the
Schmidt decomposition. Therefore, αi does not need to include
all singular values and singular vectors generated but
encompasses states that are most important to the recreation
of the original function, Ck̅. Determination of such states
represented by α̅, and the associated singular values and singular
vectors, allows one to gauge the correlation and entanglement
between the various dimensions; for example, for the interesting
situation where Nα is discovered to be of the order of unity, the

Figure 4. Rank- tensor in eq 1 is factorized as per eq 9 and depicted
here.

Figure 5. Isoprene (a), a volatile organic terpene that reacts with the HO• radical and O2 as per the mechanism presented in part c. The transition state
obtained from the 1,6 hydrogen atom shift is shown in part b.
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correlation is limited and a time-dependent self-consistent field-
type approximation might suffice. Yet again, the power of this
approach here is the fact that such a correlation, as we will see, is
dynamical and could potentially change during a reactive
process. Likewise, the potential energy surface may be similarly
adapted by computationally gauging the correlation across
dimensions.

III. BRIEF NOTE ON THE LEUVEN ISOPRENE
MECHANISM 1 (LIM1)

The system used in this publication to gauge the efficiency and
accuracy of the tensor networks methodology is the isoprene-
hydroxy-peroxy (RO2) radical system shown in Figure 5b. This
radical is thought to be encountered32,38−41 during the reaction
of the HO• radical and O2 with the volatile organic
terpene,32−40,82 isoprene (Figure 5a). The RO2 radical may
isomerize through a hydrogen transfer process as outlined by the
Leuven isoprene mechanism (LIM1)32−40 a portion of which is
captured in Figure 5c, with the transferring hydrogen atom
highlighted using magenta in Figure 5b. The detailed reaction
profile corresponding to the 1,6 hydrogen atom shift is shown in
Figure 6 along with the prereactive complex. The LIM1
isomerization of RO2 provides one possible explanation for
the unexpectedly high HO• radical concentrations found in
atmospheric campaigns in rain-forest environments.33−35 In
urban areas, the RO2 radical reacts with NOX to produce HO

•.
However, in the rain-forested environments with low NOX
concentrations, production of the HO• radical is not expected
but is noted in recent environmental campaigns.32−40 In the
LIM1 mechanism (Figure 5c) an internal hydrogen shift in RO2
leads to products that recreate HO• radical without
NOX.

32,38−41

In ref 42, reduced dimensional quantum-nuclear studies were
conducted along the intrinsic reaction coordinate highlighted
within the region shown in blue in Figure 5c. We analyzed the
evolution of the reduced dimensional potential energy surfaces
pertaining to the shared hydrogen nuclear degrees of freedom,
details for which are in ref 42, with a summary in Appendix A.
The reduced dimensions shown in Figure 5c were constructed as
follows. First an intrinsic reaction coordinate was computed.
This was done using standard methods available in electronic
structure packages. Following this, at each geometry along the

reaction coordinate in the blue region shown in Figure 6, a
rectangular grid was constructed to represent the shared
hydrogen nucleus as a quantum wave function in the coordinate
representation. Details regarding the number of discrete samples
utilized along the reaction coordinate and parameters pertaining
to the quantum nuclear grid are given in Appendix A.
Illustrations of the geometric evolution of the system along
the intrinsic reaction coordinate and snapshots of the grid along
the same are shown in Figure 7. Thus, a body-fixed grid
representation for the shared hydrogen nucleus is constructed,
and this representation is used to compute potential surface and
eigenstates of the shared proton along the hydrogen-transfer

Figure 6. Transition state for the 1,6 hydrogen atom shift in the isoprene-hydroxy-peroxy (RO2) radical is shown in Figure 5b. The corresponding
energy profile along an intrinsic reaction coordinate is shown in part a here, with a prereactive complex at roughly −0.6 units along the dimensionless
reaction coordinate. The curved region near the transition state that is shown in solid blue, is discretized along the reaction coordinate (defined
pictorially in the figure legend provided on the top-left corner) and the shared hydrogen nucleus is treated quantummechanically on a body-fixed grid
based coordinate system that is further explained in Appendix A, with details in ref 42.

Figure 7. Evolution of the molecular network along the reaction
coordinate shown in Figure 6 is depicted here in part a using
overlapping images with the more transparent images occurring earlier
during the reactive event and the solid geometries appearing closer to
the transition state. The teal spheres in part a represent the centroid
location corresponding to the ground hydrogen-nuclear eigenstate
computed on the grid described in Appendix A. The grid itself evolves
simultaneously along the reaction coordinate and such an evolution is
shown with snapshots along the reaction coordinate in parts b−d. In
this paper, the eigenstates for the transferring hydrogen nucleus and the
associated potential energy surface are treated as tensor networks and
used to compute product side probabilities.
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coordinate. In the remaining portion of this paper the nuclear
wave functions and reduced dimensional potential energy
surfaces thus obtained will be compressed using tensor networks
to reproduce the transmission probabilities at much reduced
computational cost.

IV. RIGOROUS BOUNDS AND ERROR ESTIMATES FOR
THE TENSOR NETWORK REPRESENTATIONS FOR
WAVE-FUNCTIONS AND POTENTIALS

As described in the previous section we probe the effect of
nuclear quantization on the hydrogen transfer step in Figure 6.
The shared proton degrees of freedom are discretized on a grid
as in ref 42, and potentials were computed using the sampling
functions as in ref 42. (Also, see Appendix A.) The reaction
coordinate is incremented along the intrinsic reaction
coordinate represented in Figure 6, and at each point along
the intrinsic reaction coordinate, a reduced dimensional
potential is computed and the accuracy of the reduced
dimensional potential surface has been discussed in ref 42.
Here the tensor network forms of the hydrogen-nuclear

eigenfunctions obtained along the reaction coordinate are used
to treat the reactive process within an adiabatic approximation
for separation of reaction coordinate and quantum nuclear
degrees of freedom. It has been shown in previous
publications43,83 that as the system evolves along the intrinsic
reaction coordinate in such hydrogen transfer problems the
dynamics is nonadiabatic in the space of eigenstates belonging to
the reduced degrees of freedom. But here we only concern
ourselves with reducing the complexity associated with
eigenstate and potential surface calculation and representation.
The associated eigenfunctions and potential energy surfaces are
approximated as tensor networks. In this section we present
error estimates to gauge the accuracy and efficiency of the tensor
network approximation for the eigenstates and potential
surfaces.
To gauge the accuracy of the eigenstates there are essentially

two ways to proceed. The true error in a tensor network wave
function or potential is obtained only by comparison with the
respective fully correlated counterpart

∫ λΓ ≡ ̅[Ψ ̅ − *Ψ ̅ ]α α̅ ̅ ̅ ̅x x xlog d ( ) ( )N N
TN
N N

Err
:

10
: 2x x

(12)

HereNx̅ is the total number of grid points,Ψ ̅α ̅ ̅ x( )TN
N N: x is obtained

from the tensor-network approximation toΨ(x̅) and λ is a phase
factor that eliminates any phase differences between Ψ(x̅) and
Ψ ̅α ̅ ̅ x( )TN

N N: x . In the results section, Ψ ̅α ̅ ̅ x( )TN
N N: x is created from

Ψ(x̅) through a sequence of singular value decompositions and
hence λ is chosen to be one. However, computing eq 12 defeats
the purpose of using tensor networks since it requires storage of
an exponentially scaling number of function values that are
enumerated on the grid x̅. Thus, rigorous error estimates and
error bounds are essential in gauging the accuracy and efficiency
of the tensor network formalism without needing to compute
the full dimensional wave function or potential.
To obtain general purpose error estimates we first begin by

describing the error for a two-dimensional function that is
decomposed through a single SVD or Schmidt decomposi-
tion.21,23 Note that the first step in the system-bath
decomposition in eq 9 is a single SVD; furthermore, eqs 5, 6,
7, and 10 are all a sequence of SVDs. Hence this two-
dimensional discussion is of relevance and will be scaled to
provide bounds and error-estimates to both MPS and system-

bath configurations. In this case it follows that the error maybe
obtained based on the singular values and singular vectors that
are discarded based on a user defined error-threshold:

∑ σΩ =
= +α

( )D
j N

N

j2
1

2
1

(13)

whereN1 andNα are defined as in eq 8, namely,N1 is the number
of basis functions or grid points in each degree of freedom and is
also the total number of singular values, Nα is the number of
singular values retained based on the user defined error
threshold, and σj are the associated set of singular values.
But beyond two-dimensions, the matrix product state

factorization suffers from nonorthogonality of the internal
physical dimensions.8 This restricts the errors and provides
upper bounds in -dimensions provided the function is
normalized:7,55,84

∑ ∑ σΩ ≡
=

−

= +α

( )
i j N

N

j
i

MPS
1

1

1

2

i

i

(14)

where Ni is the number of grid points or basis functions along
dimension i and Nα

i is the number of retained singular values for
the SVD separating the ith and (i + 1)th dimensions. Thus, the
order of magnitude of this upper bound is captured here using

Γ = Ωlog ( )MPS 10 MPS (15)

The error for the system-bath partitioned tensor network can
be obtained using eq 13, since the system-bath partition, as
noted above, is composed of a single SVD followed by two
different MPS factorizations that are now dependent on the
number of singular values retained during the first SVD. Hence
we may write the upper bound using the omitted singular values
as

∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
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(16)

Here the first square bracketed term, [···], is the error for the
system-bath separation with αT−B being the number of
correlation dimensions retained between the system and bath
degrees of freedom. Consequently, the discarded singular values
and singular vectors, α[ + ··· ]−

−( 1)T B
T B , constitute the error

from the first square bracketed term and is based on similar
arguments as in eq 13. The term following the first square
bracketed term is the weighted MPS error for the two respective
system and bath MPS factorizations similar to eq 14 that are
now, however, attenuated by the respective, retained, system-
bath singular values {σl

T−B}; the first term being the error in
T-system dimensions and similarly the second term being the

error in B-bath dimensions, both analogous to eq 14.
In the results section, we consider the hydrogen transfer

reaction discussed above and in Appendix A, which comprises a
three-dimensional wavepacket evolving along a classically
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treated hydrogen transfer reaction coordinate. In addition to
using MPS to factorize this wavepacket along the transfer
coordinate (which would need errors to be monitored using eqs
14 and 15), we also use a system-bath separation to probe the
use of eq 16. In that case the system coordinate is the donor−
acceptor direction and the two orthogonal coordinates are
treated as bath. Hence, eq 16 simplifies to

∑ ∑

∑

σ σ

σ

Γ = + ×
α

α

β

= +

−
=

−

= +

−

−

−log ( ) ( )

( )
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i

D

i
T B

l l
T B
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N
k l
B

3 , 10
1

2
1

2

1 ,1,
2

1/2

T B

T B

T B

l
B

l
B

(17)

Again the first square bracket contains the error associated with
the system-bath separation and the second square brackets is the
weighted error for the bath variables. Equations 14, 15, and 17
are used in the next section to gauge the accuracy of the tensor
network formalism.

V. TENSOR NETWORK FORMS OF EIGENSTATES,
POTENTIAL SURFACES, AND WAVEPACKET
TRANSMISSION AMPLITUDES

We proceed to compute and evaluate tensor network
approximations to the quantum nuclear eigenstates along the
hydrogen-transfer coordinate depicted in Figure 6. As noted in
Appendix A, we sample the reaction coordinate at 48 different

locations and use the reduced dimensional potential surfaces at
the respective geometries as obtained in ref 42 to compute a
range of hydrogen nuclear eigenstates. We then compute MPS
and system-bath tensor network representations for each of the
eigenstates at these 48 geometries, and in Figure 8 we present
the behavior of wavepacket data compression and accuracy, as
dictated by eq 12, for the ground and first excited states.
Specifically the left vertical axis in Figure 8 represents the
percentage of data stored and the horizontal axis represents the
error in eigenstate density as given by eq 12 for all geometries.
This is done for four different error threshold values:
Γ < −α ̅ ̅ 4N N
Err

: x , Γ < −α ̅ ̅ 3N N
Err

: x , Γ < −α ̅ ̅ 2N N
Err

: x , and Γ < −α ̅ ̅ 1N N
Err

: x .
These four error thresholds represent the order of magnitude of
the L2 norm of the difference between the multiconfigurational
form of the wave function and its tensor network counterpart as
seen in eq 12. Clearly, both MPS and system-bath network
methods are extremely efficient for a range of eigenstate. With
only 2% of data most eigenstates are captured to within
eigenstate accuracy loss of less than 0.1%. This implies an
eigenstate probability loss of only 10−3. One percent accuracy in
eigenstate value (that is 10−2% error in eigenstate probability)
can be obtained by storing only 0.5% of the data.
In Figure 9 we compare the development of the error bounds

in eqs 14, 15, and 17 with the explicit errors given by eq 12 as a
function of reaction coordinate for the threshold value of
Γ < −α ̅ ̅ 3N N
Err

: x . Clearly, eq 15 presents an upper bound to the true
error as already stated, but the system bath value, eq 17, provides
a much closer estimate of the true error. The reason for this is

Figure 8. Eigenstate data storage as a function of error threshold given by eq 12. See text for details.

Figure 9. Blue trace is the error in ground eigenstate (as per eq 12) as a function of reaction coordinate. This does require exponential scaling storage as
discussed earlier. The red curve is the error estimate that is calculated using eq 15 for part a and using eq 17 for part b. As is clear, eq 15 provides an
upper bound (as already noted in ref 84) and eq 17 provides a much better error estimate, both of which do not require exponential scaling storage as
discussed earlier.
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purely problem choice. For the situation here, with one proton
in three-dimensions, with donor−acceptor coordinate defined
as the system coordinate, and the two orthogonal coordinates
defined as bath variables, the system bath partition essentially
includes the sum over two independent SVDs as is apparent
from eq 17. Since the error estimate for a single SVD computed
using the discarded singular values is essentially exact, as noted
in the discussion before eq 13, the system-bath estimate, eq 17,
provides a closer agreement with the true error in eq 15.
We next address the issue of uniqueness in these tensor

network decompositions. It must also be noted that, while the
specific choice of singular values that leads to the errors above is
unique, this does depend on the choice of tensor network and
the arrangements of dimensions within each tensor network. For
example, the MPS error depends on whether the donor−
acceptor dimension is dis-entangled first, through the first SVD,
or later in the tensor decomposition. This can clearly be seen
from eq 5 which depicts a logical arrangement of dimensions.
While, in the above results the donor−acceptor dimension was
taken to be the first dimension to be dis-entangled, one may also
ask whether the errors are still well-behaved when the physical
dimensions are permuted. This is precisely the question
addressed in Figure 10. Clearly, while the errors are different,
all permuted versions of MPS lead to similar errors.

To make this approach computationally useful and to reduce
the scaling of (a) eigenstate calculations, (b) quantum
propagation, and (c) computing measurable quantities, in the
remaining portion of this paper, we show how (i) product side
probabilities may be computed through reduced scaling
methods that employ tensor networks and (ii) potential surface
data can be compressed using the tensor network formalism. In
Appendix B we will explore the theoretical rationale that allows
efficient quantum dynamics.
V.A. Product Side Probabilities and Reaction Proba-

bilities. We have computed the tensor network forms of the
ground and excited state wave functions above, along an intrinsic
reaction coordinate, and have showed this process to be an
efficient way to store quantummechanical data. As stated earlier,
it has been shown in previous publications43 that as the system
evolves along the intrinsic reaction coordinate in such hydrogen

transfer problems the dynamics is nonadiabatic in the space of
eigenstates belonging to the reduced degrees of freedom. But
here we only concern ourselves with reducing the scaling of
computing transmission properties, that is, the product side
probabilities. Toward this we introduce the MPS form of a final
product state basis function, ϒf(x̅), to reduce the scaling of
computing wavepacket probabilities on the product side, that is,
⟨ϒf |ρ0⟩ ≡ ⟨ϒf ||Φ0|

2⟩, where

∑ ∏η η ηϒ ̅ = × ×
β

β β β β
=

−

− −
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and the associated product side probability may be written as
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where {ϱ ϱ ϱ }α α α α
+ −

+ −
; ;i

,
1 1

i i1 1 1
are the tensor components of ρ0.

Significantly, while the left side encodes an exponential scaling
operation, the right side scales as

∑ β α× × ≈N N( )
i

i i 1 1
(20)

where N1 is the size of each individual dimension, and the
approximate scaling on the right side is only true for {βi,αi} ≪
Ni, that is, we have utilized the area law of quantum
entanglement.14,19,20,85 In eq 19, the square bracketed terms,
[···], include inner-products over individual physical dimen-
sions, whereas the curly bracketed terms, {···}, include
summations over the relevant internal correlator dimensions.
Furthermore, the set of values {βi} and {αi} do not need to be
the same and the two functions may have arbitrarily different
internal entanglements captured in an adaptive fashion through
sequential SVD as noted above. A visual representation of eq 19
is provided in Figure 11. Here, for example, the blue tensor
network (top) is the eigenstate and the black (bottom) tensor
network is the product state basis. As indicated, these interact
through the shared physical dimensions, x̅. Each physical
dimension is separately integrated and the entanglement
dimensions are processed in a sequential fashion visually
demonstrated in Figure 11. This allows the use of reduced
storage tensor networks here to calculate transition probabilities.
In Figure 12, we gauge the accuracy of the product side

probabilities computed using MPS and compare these to the
results obtained from the full grid quantum nuclear wavepacket.
It is clear that the difference between the two methods is
approximately three-orders of magnitude lower as compared to
the actual product side probability. The accuracy is very high for
these calculations at much reduced computational cost.

V.B. Tensor Network Representation of Potential
Energy Surfaces. A critical piece of the effort in quantum

Figure 10. Eigenstate data storage as a function of error threshold given
by eq 12 for various permuted versions of the MPS morphology. For
example, the donor−acceptor (DA) hydrogen transfer directionmay be
featured as one of the peripheral directions of the MPS (the color keys
with DA at the beginning or the end) or the donor−acceptor direction
may be the central MPS dimension. In all cases the two orthogonal
dimensions (OD1 and OD2) may in turn be permuted, and for all
permuted sets the compression and accuracy are quite similar.
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dynamics involves the action of the Hamiltonian and/or the
propagator on a wave packet. We have shown above that the
wave packet maybe adaptively compressed by gauging the
entanglement through tensor networks. Furthermore, product-
side probabilities can also be computed by exploiting the same
idea and in this case the topology of the tensor network (that is
MPS or system-bath network) is maintained the same for the
two functions used in the inner product. But, it is also required
that we consider a similar representation of the Hamiltonian and
propagator, that is the kinetic and potential energy operators, to
allow efficient scaling of quantum dynamical and eigen-energy
calculations. In doing so, we may construct reduced scaling
algorithms for propagation and eigenstate calculations as is done
for the product side probability in eq 19 and in Figure 11. In
Figure 13, the wave packet is shown as a rank- MPS tensor and
by extension the Hamiltonian/Propagator, a rank-2 tensor is
also presented as a tensor network. In this situation, the
complexity of the action of the Hamiltonian/Propagator on the
wavepacket may be reduced as suggested by Figure 13 and along
the lines of eqs 19 and 20. In Appendix B we formally outline the
critical steps involved in carrying out such operations at reduced
complexity. Importantly, for the “Distributed Approximation
Functional” (DAF)86−88 form of the free propagator in eq 2 and
theDAF form of the kinetic energy operator in eq 1, the action of

the kinetic energy on an MPS wave function is a sum of tensor
products, eq 3, and the action of the free-propagator is an
independent set of tensor products in eq 4. Specifically,
differentiated forms of the one-dimensional functions are
retained to compute the action of the kinetic energy (eq 1),
and similarly, free-propagated forms of the one-dimensional
functions are retained to put together the action of the free-
propagator (eq 4).
As a step in this general direction, we now express potential

energy surfaces as tensor networks. Our approach has close
connections and is complementary to many other approaches
used in the community including the sum over product
approximations,89 product approximations in POTFIT,57,68−71

and tensor train methods.90 Here we utilize the MPS and
system-bath tensor networks to obtain suitable representations
of the potential energy surface data. Our approach differs in
spirit from those in refs 57, 68−71, 89, 91, and 92 in that degrees
of freedom are entangled in smaller sets as may be noted from
the MPS approximation for the potential in eq 3 written in eq 7.
This is also clear when we explicitly rewrite eq 7 as
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which clarifies the local correlations captured in Figure 2. Of
course, in suitably representing eq 21, we must choose an

Figure 11. Inner product of two MPS networks, eq 19, leads to the product side probabilities shown in Figure 12. The red line separates the wave
packet density (blue) from the product state basis (black). The figure also shows the sequence of operations in the inner product that leads to a reduced
scaling algorithm. These steps are derived from those discussed in ref 42.

Figure 12. Comparison of the total probability on the product side as
given by eq 19 and Figure 11. “Full Dim. Transfer” implies the product
side probabilities computed by using the full grid wavepacket, and the
inner product is then an exponential scaling operation in dimension-
ality. “MPS transfer” implies, using the right side of eq 19 to compute
the product side probabilities. “Difference” includes the difference
between the two and is shown on the right vertical axis. The dif ference is
3 orders of magnitude smaller than product side probability. Clearly the
accuracy from using MPS, eq 19, and the algorithm depicted in Figure
11 is very high and at much reduced computational effort.

Figure 13. Action of the Hamiltonian (and by extension the time-
evolution operator) on an initial wavepacket may be simplified through
an MPS form of the Hamiltonian/Propagator along with the methods
outlined in Figure 11 and eq 19. Also see Appendix B.
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ordered set, α̅ ≡ {α1, α2, ···, αi, ···} which defines the
neighborhood of correlation as is clear from eq 21 and in this
sense, eq 21 has close connections to approximations used in
ML-MCTDH. In this paper this set is ordered as per the degrees
of freedom of the transferring hydrogen nucleus that is
quantized here. (Permuted forms are also considered here in
the spirit of Figure 10.) Likewise, a system bath version of the
potential surface is also used here and maybe written analogous
to eqs 9 and 10 as

{ }
{ }
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In Figure 14, we present the extent of data compression as a
function of error computed along the lines of eq 12, that is

∫Γ = × ̅[ ̅ − ̅ ]
̅

α α̅ ̅ ̅ ̅
N

x x xV Vlog
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d ( ) ( )N N

x
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10
: 2x x

(23)

The errors are presented in Figure 14 for all permuted forms of
theMPS. Clearly the accuracy is very high. An RMS error of 10−2

kcal/mol may be achieved through less than 1% of the potential
energy data as clear from the value of the ordinate in Figure 14
for the abscissa value of “−2”. This is the case for all permuted
forms of the MPS.
In Figure 15, we present the error in potential surfaces as a

function of the reaction coordinate when the order of magnitude
of the error reflected by the expression in eq 23 is chosen to be
“−3”. This reflects an RMS error of approximately 10−3. As seen
in Figure 15, the potential energy surface compression is still
good, for this stringent and error threshold. But, as noted before,

the error in eq 23 requires the full grid potential. Hence,
consistent with eq 15, here since the potential is not a normalized
quantity (unlike the wavepacket was in eq 15), error estimates
may be introduced that do not require a priori knowledge of the
grid potential and these are given by
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for the MPS case and the corresponding system-bath version of
error bounds are
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As noted in Figures 15 and 16, the accuracy is high and the
amount of data that is stored is a small fraction of the grid. Again
the MPS error estimate, eq 24, and the system-bath version, eq
25, provide a tight estimate and may be used in practical
computations.
One way of interpreting eqs 7, 21, and 22 is as an adaptive

generation of a set of one-dimensional basis functions,
{ }α α−

x( )i,i i1
, { }α α
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that
capture the correlation across “neighboring dimensions”
through summation across the respective entanglement indices.
Indeed as per Figures 15 and 16, these ideas do capture the
complexities of the potential quite well and in future we will use
this (a) for multidimensional, multiparticle potentials and (b)
along with the ansatz in Figure 13 and in Appendix B, for
quantum nuclear dynamics.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present two different tensor network topologies
to represent the quantum nuclear wavepacket and potential
energy surfaces and demonstrated these for the study of
hydrogen transfer problems where quantum nuclear effects may
be significant. One form of tensor network is the well-known
matrix product state whereas the other form is one that
represents a system-bath partitioned tensor network. In the
latter, two different matrix product states are entangled in a
“mean-field” fashion and can be thought of as “averaged” form of
the previously known projected entangled pair states
(PEPS)14,59 tensor network. However, the system-bath
partitioned tensor network also differs from a mean-field
adapted PEPS network in that the number of degrees of
freedom entangled in the system and bath configurations could
be different. The approach developed here is used to compute
the hydrogen-nuclear eigenstates and potential energy surfaces
encountered during the hydrogen transfer process in the
oxidation of a volatile organic compound called isoprene.
Indeed we find that the networks studied are extremely efficient

Figure 14. Potential surface data storage as a function of error threshold
given by eq 23 for various permuted versions of the MPS morphology.
For example, the donor−acceptor (DA) hydrogen transfer direction
may be featured as one of the peripheral directions of the MPS (the
color keys with DA at the beginning or the end) or the donor−acceptor
direction may be the central MPS dimension. In all cases the two
orthogonal dimensions (OD1 and OD2) may in turn be permuted, and
for all permuted sets the compression and accuracy are quite similar.
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in compressing quantum nuclear wave function and potential

energy surface data, without much of a compromise in accuracy.

In addition we have provided a recipe to construct adaptive

quantum dynamics, where changes in entanglement may be

gauged on-the-fly. These aspects will be further probed in future

publications.

■ APPENDIXA. BRIEF SUMMARYOF THE POTENTIAL
ENERGY SURFACES, REACTION COORDINATES
AND QUANTUM NUCLEAR EIGENSTATES FOR THE
ISOPRENE-HYDROXY-PEROXY RADICAL

In ref 42, we analyzed the evolution of the reduced dimensional
potential energy surfaces pertaining to the shared hydrogen
nuclear degrees of freedom for the isoprene-hydroxy-peroxy
radical system discussed in the earlier sections in this paper. The

Figure 15. Potential energy surface storage and accuracy along the hydrogen transfer reaction coordinate:MPS representation of the potential in part a
and system bath representation in part b. The color represents the error in potential as per eq 23. The horizontal axis is the value along the reaction
coordinate, and the vertical axis shows the percentage of data stored using the tensor network formalism. As can be seen a very low fraction of the data
needs to be stored to obtain the necessary accuracy.

Figure 16. Blue trace is the error in potential as per eq 23 as a function of reaction coordinate for the hydrogen transfer step shown in Figure 7a. This
does require exponential scaling storage as discussed earlier. The red curve is the error estimate that is calculated using eq 24 for part a and using eq 25
for part b, both of which do not require exponential scaling storage.

Table 1. Grid Characteristics along the Reaction Coordinate

aGrid compression was not performed along the reaction coordinate dimension.
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associated reaction profile is also shown in detail in Figure 6. The
reduced dimensions were constructed as follows: First an
intrinsic reaction coordinate was computed. This was done
using standard methods available in electronic structure
packages. Following this, at each geometry along the reaction
coordinate, a rectangular grid was constructed to represent the
shared hydrogen nucleus as a quantum wave function in the
coordinate representation. As a result, a body-fixed grid
representation for the shared hydrogen nucleus is obtained,
and this body-fixed grid representation is depicted in Figure 7b−
d for points along the reaction coordinate. The discretization
parameters associated with such a grid representation and
information regarding the intrinsic reaction coordinate are
shown in Table 1.
A grid-based reduced dimensional Hamiltonian is introduced

to represent the shared hydrogen nucleus

̅ ̅′ = ̅ ̅′ + ̅x x x x xR R V R( , ; ) ( , ; ) ( ; )C C C (A1)

where x̅ is the grid representation of the reduced nuclear degrees
of freedom and RC represents the remaining degrees of freedom
for a specific point along the intrinsic reaction coordinate. The
kinetic energy operator, ̅ ̅′x x R( , ; )C , is written using
distributed approximating functionals (DAFs)86−88 which
provide an efficient banded Toeplitz matrix representation for
the kinetic energy operator and the free-propagator. Critical
aspects regarding the DAFs as these pertain to tensor networks
are discussed in further in Appendix B. The term V(x̅; RC) is the
potential obtained using electronic structure. The process,
however, requires a potential surface, which consists of potential
energy values at every point inside the grid, at all points along the
intrinsic reaction coordinate; based on Table 1, this amounts to
the prohibitive task of requiring roughly 11-million electronic
structure calculations to describe the entire reaction coordinate.
Furthermore, the number of such calculations grows exponen-
tially with increase in quantum nuclear dimensions as already
discussed following eq 7.
To simplify the problem, in ref 42, we used a Shannon entropy

based sampling function that was originally developed in refs
93−95. We utilize this sampling function to gauge critical
regions of the surface where electronic structure calculations
must be done. The form of the sampling functions employed in
ref 42 are

ω ρ
̅ ∝

[̃ ̅ ] +
̃ ̅ +

x
S x

xV
( )

( ) 1
( ) 1S

(A2)

ω
ρ

̅ ∝
[∼ ̅ + ][∇ ̃ ̅ + ]

̃ ̅ +
ρ

ρ ̅ ′x
x I x I

x I

V

V
( )

( ) 1/ ( ) 1/

( ) 1/
x V

V (A3)

where, the quantum nuclear wave packet density, ρ, the potential
surface, V, the gradient of the potential, ∇x̅V(x̅), and the local
Shannon entropy function computed from the quantum wave
packet density, S[ρ(x̅)] ≡ −ρ(x̅)log(ρ(x̅)), are all normalized,
scaled, and shifted according to, for example

ρ
ρ ρ
ρ ρ

∼ ̅ =
̅ −
−

x
x

( )
( ) min

max min (A4)

where ρmin (ρmax) are the minimum (maximum) values for the
wave packet density and similarly for Ṽ, ∇x̅Ṽ, and S̃[ρ(x̅)]. This
results in balanced contributions from each physical quantity.
Furthermore, both sampling functions above remain positive
semidefinite under this choice. Three integers Iρ, IV′, and IV are

chosen to be 1, 3, and 1, respectively, as outlined through
analytical and numerical considerations in ref 93. We require the
ωρ to have equal sampling in the classically allowed and
classically forbidden regions of the potential, and this condition,
and this alone, in ref 93 leads to the mentioned values of Iρ, IV′,
and IV. Furthermore, it was also shown in ref 42 that eq 2
captures the high frequency regions of the potential, as well as
the low energy regions of the potential quite well and was found
to be proportional to a spatially local Nyquist frequency67 of the
potential. That is

ω ω
̅ ∝ ̅

̅
x

x
V x

( )
( ; )
( )S

(A5)

where

∫ω δ ıω̅ = ̅′Θ − | ̅ − ̅′| ̃ ̅′ ̅′x x x x x xV( ; ) d ( ) ( )exp( )
(A6)

and appears to capture the “optimal” sampling necessary for a
reasonably accurate potential surface. As per the Nyquist−
Shannon sampling theorem,65−67 any function that is band
limited in the frequency domain, can be represented exactly
using a finite number of samples in real space, provided the
sampling rate is commensurate with the Nyquist frequency (eq
6) of the original function. It appears from ref 42 that eq 2 does
capture the local variations of the Nyquist frequency accurately,
and this aspect was used to obtain accurate and efficient samples
of the potential with paramenters noted in Table 1. In the
language of finite-element-methods used in computational
mechanics, it may be noted that the TDDS method is an
adaptive (space and time dependent) h-type mesh refining
technique.96 This process reduces the number of electronic
structure calculations by 3−4 orders of magnitude. But the result
is a set of electronic structure energies and gradients that are
distributed on an irregular grid. We then interpolate to the full
potential surface using four different fitting procedures in ref 42.
The results from a geometric tiling of the potential surface42

attenuated by locally independent Hermite curve interpola-
tion67,97 are used in section V.B to construct tensor
decompositions. Furthermore, the potentials are also used to
compute nuclear eigenstates from the Hamiltonian above and to
also propagate the wavepacket and the former is used in section
IV to compute tensor network approximations.

■ APPENDIX B. EFFICIENT PROPAGATION AND
ACTION OF HAMILTONIAN ON A WAVEPACKET
USING TENSOR-DECOMPOSED DISTRIBUTED
APPROXIMATING FUNCTIONALS (DAFS)

The basis used is a grid basis which naturally partitions into a
direction that is along the donor−acceptor axis and others that
are orthogonal to this direction. This provides the rationale for
the system-bath partitioned tensor network discussed in the
paper, where the dimension along the donor−acceptor axis is
interpreted as the system and orthogonal axes are represent as
the bath. Thematrix product state, by extension is constructed in
two different ways. In one case the donor−acceptor dimension
appears as one of the peripheral tensors coupling explicitly with
only one of the orthogonal dimensions, whereas in the other
situation the donor−acceptor dimension is maintained as
central, interacting roughly uniformly with other participating
dimensions.
As noted in the paper, to efficiently compute the action of the

Hamiltonian and quantum time-evolution operator on a
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wavepacket represented using tensor networks, it is required that

kinetic, potential, and time-evolution operators also independ-

ently be described in the same tensor network form. See Figure

13 for a pictorial description of this process. The associated

tensorial description of the potential is discussed in section V.B.

The kinetic energy operator may be written in direct product

form using distributed approximating functionals (DAFs)86,87 as

∑

σ π σ σ
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where xi
κ depicts the κth grid point along dimension xi. The free

propagator is also written using distributed approximating

functionals (DAFs)86,87 as
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Here {σ(Δt)}2 = σ(0)2 + ıΔtℏ/MQM, H2n, and H2n+2 are even-

order Hermite polynomials, the parameters MDAF and σ(0)

above together determine the accuracy and efficiency of the

DAF-propagator (eq 2) and derivative operator (eq 1).
The action of the kinetic energy operator on the wavepacket

represented in tensorial form (such as eq 6) rigorously preserves

this form at every step according to
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where we have introduced in the second equation,

χ χ≡ ∑ ̃α κ
κ κ

α
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and so on, to

exemplify the MPS form of the second equation. Similarly for

free-propagation
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Furthermore, the structure ̃ ≡ ̃ | − |κ κ κ κ′ ′K x x K x x( , ) ( )i i i i for both
eqs 1 and B2 results in a banded Toeplitz matrix
representation86−88,98−100 for any finite MDAF and σ(0), where
all diagonal elements are equal and similarly all nth super (and
sub) diagonal elements are equal. This yields great advantages in
storage and computation101 for the individual operations
χ χ+ Δ ≡ ∑ ̃ Δα α κ

κ κ
α α

κ
′

′ ′
− −

x t t K x x t x t( ; ) ( ( , ; ) ( ; ))i
i i i

i
i, ,i i i i1 1

( i n

eq 4) and χ χ≡ ∑ ̃α α κ
κ κ

α α
κ

′
′ ′

− −
x K x x x( ) ( ( , ) ( ))i
i i i

i
i,

,(2) (2)
,i i i i1 1

(in eq

3). As discussed in ref 102, computational efficiency for these
calculations arises through reduction of these operations to a
sequence of BLAS-2 “aX + Y” processes, where “a” is a number
and “X” and “Y” are vectors.
In light of the successful tensor decomposition of the grid

potential along the lines of eqs 7, 21, and 22, as highlighted by
Figures 15 and 16, one may also consider the reduced
complexity of the action of the potential energy operator on a
wavepacket, both written in MPS form
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It clear upon inspection of this expression that there are [β1 ×
α1] one-dimensional functions created in x1. Similarly, there are
[βi × αi] one-dimensional functions created in xi, thus
presenting a potential increase in the number of such one-
dimensional function. But we also note, as per eqs 5 and 7 that
the singular values have been absorbed into the one-dimensional
functions, and hence, we expect the contributions from the
higher product singular values to progressively reduce. These
aspects will be probed in future publications.
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